Proposition. 1I1 is a pseudobasis for A t K if and only if every homomorphism from A T K to A is determined by its
(ii) Any pseudobasis is a set of "indiscernibles" in the model-theoretic sense [7] . (See also [3] for a simple proof.) (iii) As was discovered by G. Birkhoff [6] , fl is a pseudobasis for the subalgebra (II) of A T K generated by 11. In fact, pseudobases that generate are free bases [1 1].
(iv) Theorem 2 in [2] says that if A is a rigid algebra, then 171 is a pseudobasis for (LI U A) in A T K. Thus pseudobases can fail dramatically to be generating sets.
There is a kind of converse to 1.3(iv): It is " almost always" the case that A must be rigid for 11 to be a pseudobasis for some subalgebra of A T K containing 171 u A. It can easily happen that Q contains a constant, A T K is minimally free, but that 1I is not a pseudobasis and A is not rigid. (E.g., let Q = {c}, where c is a constant symbol. Then every Q-algebra has a pseudobasis (the complement of the interpretation of c), but only the trivial Q-algebra is rigid.) We do not know in general whether 11 is a pseudobasis for A T K given that A t K iS K-free; however if both A and K are finite, the answer is yes.
Lemma. Suppose Q contains a constant symbol c. If A is an Ql-algebra, I is a nonempty set, B is a subalgebra of AI that contains
1.6 Proposition. Suppose A is a finite Q-algebra and n < c. If A T n is n-free, then 171 is a pseudobasis. Proof. Let P C A T n be a pseudobasis with n elements, and let f: P -* 171 be a bijection. Let ep E End(A t n) extend f . Since 17 is extendible, there is some VI e End(A T n) extending fl . Now (VI 0 (p)IP = idp . Since P is a pseudobasis, we know VI o (0 = idATfl; whence f9 is one-one. Since A T n is finite, p is also onto. Hence (p is an automorphism on A T n taking P to lI, so fI is a pseudobasis. D In ?2 we take up the issue of finding conditions sufficient for II to be a pseudobasis for A T K. For the remainder of this section, we examine the role of pseudobases generally in direct powers. Our working set theory consists of the usual Zermelo-Fraenkel axioms, the Axiom of Choice included (ZFC). The following standard notations for operations on cardinal numbers are used: (i) K+ is the cardinal successor of K((o1 = co+); (ii) KA (ii) Suppose A is nontrivial and AI is K-free. Then III < IA IK.
Proof. (i) Let P = {p: : 4 < K} (resp. Q = {qE < K}) be an enumeration of a pseudobasis for AI (resp. AJ). In the next section, we enrich the algebraic setting to that of unital rings, particularly division rings. Measurable cardinals figure both in deciding when fI is a pseudobasis for A T K, as well as in forcing AI to have no pseudobasis at all.
POWERS OF DIVISION RINGS
In the present section we focus on powers of unital rings, especially division rings. (So we take Q to be appropriate, say {+, *, 0, 1}.) From ?1 we know that if fI is to have a chance at being a pseudobasis for A T K, we need for A to be rigid (1.5) and for K not to be too much greater than JAl (1.14). (ii) From here on in this section, our concern lies with powers of rigid division rings. The rational field Q and the real field R are well known to be rigid, as are the fields Zp, where p is a prime. (Every finite division ring is a field, and every finite rigid field is some Zp .) P. Prohle [13] has shown that every field of characteristic zero embeds in a rigid field, so there are plenty of rigid fields.
(iii) No division ring is K-free for K > 0, since division ring homomorphisms are embeddings.
(iv) Every product of division rings is a unital ring that is (von Neumann) regular; every regular unital ring whose idempotents are central is a product of division rings.
Our main positive result is the following. (ii) A T K is K-free.
Examples. (i) (Hl U A) is a C-subalgebra of A t K [2], as is
(iii) A t K is minimally free. 
POWERS OF BOOLEAN RINGS
The situation with Boolean rings offers a sharp contrast to that with division rings, as regards minimal freeness. This is mainly due to Stone duality, linking the category of Boolean rings and unital ring homomorphisms contravariantly with the category of zero-dimensional compact Hausdorff spaces and continuous maps. The following consequence of this duality is a corollary of Theorem 3.5 in [ 
